Inked by SPJIMR

#IamSPJIMR
- Help us update your details
  - Changed your job, city or contact details?
  - Click

Not there on official SPJIMR Alumni Portal & App yet?
- anywhere within India, through ‘Campus Mall’.

You can purchase SPJIMR merchandise online and have the products delivered
upskill to leadership roles without taking leave from work.
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- own contexts. This format will be especially suitable to functional specialists
- weekend structure built around application-centric assignments, facilitates continuous
- strong functional foundation and a general management perspective. The alternate
- This is the first-ever weekend program offered by SPJIMR Mumbai and fills a
- pandemic-influenced case, ‘Zoom Video Communications: Flash in the Pandemic
- Case Writer co-authored with SPJIMR
- Gursimran Gambhir
- ... (Continued)
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- environment, Women Empowerment and Mental health.
- Excellency by Lead India on International Women’s Day for Healthcare, Education,
- Archana Mittal
- ... (Continued)
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- companies in their journey to be global leaders by addressing regulatory compliance
- Consulting Group has launched Pharma data integrity platform to help Indian Pharma
- Amit Jaju
- ... (Continued)
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- feature such as, improved delivery networks, and internet platforms for marketing.
- Utham Gowda
- ... (Continued)
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- or Enduring Success?’.
- the pandemic-influenced case, ‘Zoom Video Communications: Flash in the Pandemic
- Case Writer co-authored with SPJIMR
- Gursimran Gambhir
- ... (Continued)
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- countries, the government undertook measures such as, improved delivery networks,
- Utham Gowda
- ... (Continued)
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- Puzzle: 50 success mantras for your career growth’.
- Read more
- Rajeev Menon
- ... (Continued)
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- emphasize on the lead role of women, more than men, in their journey to set up
- Utham Gowda
- ... (Continued)
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- to promote green lifestyle, women’s safety and bicycle tourism.
- Surendra Singh
- ... (Continued)
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- Aaboo Varghese (PGPDM, Class of 2015)
- Prof. Abbasali Gabula
- ... (Continued)
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- Anil Srivatsa - Entrepreneur and Champion of Organ Donation
- T. V. N. D.
- ... (Continued)
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- Tanay Modi (PGDM, Class of 2021)
- Vishraja Shrivastava (PGDM, Class of 2021)
- Aaboo Varghese (PGPDM, Class of 2015)
- Prof. Abbasali Gabula
- ... (Continued)
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- Mr. Hemant Patil, Digital Transformation Consultant.
- Dean - SPJIMR, Mr. Anshu Diwedi, Director, AdTech, D2C, Discovery Channel, and
- Kulkarni, Integrated Supply Chain Director at Mondelez India, Dr. Varun Nagaraj,
- Technologies.The panel comprised of industry leaders including Mr. Nandkumar
- IIoT’ moderated by Mr. Sateesh Kumar, Product Manager, IIoT at LivNSense
- Bose, Head AI, TATA Steel, and Mr. Vikash Srivastava, Head IT, TATA Steel.
- highlight the changing business operations technology with a focus on Industry 4.0.
- OPtIMize 2022, organized by the Operations & Supply Chain Management and
- ... (Continued)
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- thank you Ratika and Aditi before her, for
- its estate.
- I have also been tasked with setting up a Development Office which most top schools
- curate these avenues.
- We will continue building on the multiple initiatives taken in the past and explore
- further avenues to engage. I will be reaching out soon to each city council to discuss
- heading the Alumni Relations office. Thank you Ratika and Aditi before her, for
- setting up a strong foundation for Alumni Relations.
- Thank you for the overwhelming response on the announcement of my new role of
- Alumni Relations.
- Looking forward to working together to take Alumni relations to a new high.
- We are now 12000+ alumni with an annual increase expected of 700+. The portal
- donated from his estate.
- I have also been tasked with setting up a Development Office which most top schools
- curate these avenues.
- We will continue building on the multiple initiatives taken in the past and explore
- further avenues to engage. I will be reaching out soon to each city council to discuss
- heading the Alumni Relations office. Thank you Ratika and Aditi before her, for
- setting up a strong foundation for Alumni Relations.

Message from Alumni Relations